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ORJI MICHAEL CHUKWUEBUKA
OBJECTIVE

COMPUTING SKILLS

EXPERIENCE

Dynamic and ambitious software developer with over 3 years of experience in programming and computer related studies. I have an
excellent grip in a number of programming languages and frameworks and I am very passionate about learning new things and using my
skills to solve real world problems. Eager to support the team.


C++ (Wxwidgets)



Java (Android)



Git/Github



HTML5 & CSS3



JavaScript (JQuery, Bootstrap)



PHP



MySQL



Computer Hardware

[FULLSTACK DEVELOPER, FREELANCE]
[September 2018 - PRESENT]







Built a desktop app for calculating and storing CGPA using a C++ framework called Wxwidgets.
Built 2 personal Android apps: A currency converter and a to-do list App using Android Studio.
Converted multiple websites to Android apps for clients. Making sure of their responsiveness and compatibility with all android devices.
Built a C++ console desktop app for taking business stock and calculating profits, thus reducing losses to the client.
Built a website for storing past exam questions and formulating a list of the most likely exams to show up next.
Built a fully functional personal blog from scratch including a content management system.

[CREATIVE WRITING AND TUTORING]
[February 2020 - PRESENT]




Educated my followers on Computer Engineering topics, technology and computers, using a blog and my social media accounts.
Tutored my classmates on multiple programming languages under recommendation by my lecturer at Aptech Enugu.
Run private tutorials on programming for a fee.

[COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING INTERNSHIP]
[August 2021 - PRESENT]





PROJECTS

Learnt multiple skills including identifying parts of a computer and replacing/fixing them if necessary.
Learnt how to install and troubleshoot vast amounts of computer software, including Operating Systems.
Learnt top notch customer service and how to have great customer relationships.
Learnt marketing skills and strategies of the computer trade.

TA List
An android app used for creating lists.
Java | Android Studio
TA Past Questions, ESUT
Records past exam questions and incorporates database functions with them, so as to make it easier for students to prepare.
PHP | HTML5 | CSS3 | JavaScript | Bootstrap | JQuery | MySQL
TA Tech Blog
I discuss the most useful topics relating to technology. Our aim is to make tech and tech concepts easy for everyone to understand.
PHP | HTML5 | CSS3 | JavaScript | Bootstrap | JQuery | MySQL
TA Tech Store
An online store for tech products and gadgets at very cheap prices (in progress).
PHP | HTML5 | CSS3 | JavaScript | Bootstrap | JQuery | MySQL

INTERESTS & ACTIVITIES

LANGUAGES

Travel | Web Design | Video Gaming | Basketball | Technology | Problem Solving | Computer Hardware

Asusu Igbo

English

Native Speaker

Fluent

References available upon request

